DITA Machine Industry SC Meeting
Date: Tuesday, 24 November 2009
Participants:
	Chris Kravogel

Sissi Closs
Jonatan Lundin
Jang Graat
	Birgit Strackenbrock (partly)

1) Roll call
We have quorum.
2) Approve minutes of last business meeting
Meeting minutes from November 18: 
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-machine-industry/email/archives/200911/msg00003.html

”Jans” shall be spelled “Jang” in the Development life cycle responsibility row in life cycle stage table. Chris to change this in table.

Jang Graat second if above is corrected.
3) Business
DITA 1.2, status of proposals 
Please check http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita for the latest DTD, Schema and Documentation updates.
DITA 1.3, proposals - ideas 
Re-group the proposals? An idea was to give each life cycle stage in life cycle stage table developed in face-to-face meeting 18th of November a unique proposal number. Group agreed to not give each stage a proposal number.
	Next step: check if we have covered every possible document or information type or is some document/information is missing in life cycle stage table. 
Life cycle stage table can be used to check if some aspect is missing when proposals are made. Review of table is needed.
	Add the current proposal numbers into the table.
Table shall be used to keep overview of where we are and what we are doing.
	Review of hazard statements domain needed. Proposal made. 

Decisions:
	Remove the 13013 Module size definition proposal. Accepted by group.
	Technical data proposal and hazard statement proposal to be put in Operation life cycle in life cycle stage table. In general shall a proposal, that applies to one or more stages, be put in the stage where it is most used/required/suited. This is to develop the proposal from that stage to not make implementation “to wide”. It is of course beneficial if an implementation developed in a specific stage is suitable in other stages without adoption and this is also the principle to follow. DITA shall be easy to use.
	Type attribute, metadata, ditatoctemp and filtering proposals to be put to a “General” row
	Troubleshoot/diagnostics proposal to be put in troubleshooting row.
	Re-number life cycle numbering in table so that “General” is “0”. Storage “1” etc.

Remove “Procurement” life cycle row. 

Actions (due date no later than next meeting):
	(Chris): Make a note/link of users/vendors etc that support or intend to use DITA 1.2.
	(Chris): Update the table according to decisions and also to put information first and documents columns last. 
	(Chris): Post a template file for everyone.
	(Chris): Transfer the life cycle stage table to a wiki page. To make on-the-fly updates during meetings possible.
	(All): Everyone to check life cycle stage table and update where applicable.
	(All): Put your name in brackets so group can see additions made to table (documents and information). Table can be modified in wiki by all members. Additions/changes made no later than Friday prior to next meeting. If something to suggested to be removed just put your name after the document or information. 
	(Jonatan): Send list of standards from STC web page (UK?)


